
MAGGIE CRABBING GUIDE 

Pots- Round Vs rectangular. 

In my view round pots work better, the majority of rectangular pots are made from a 
lighter-weight steel frame and mesh - increasing their chances of moving in strong 
currents, plus I still believe that some crabs give up if there is a stronger smell while 
they are going past a rectangular. While Mitchell was hhere we dropped a round pot 
in the harbour with Go Pro, the footage was pretty cool. We will do the same with a 
rectangle one and see what happens. Our Jarvis Walker brands $4 for $80 work fine 
although we do have other larger and extra heavy-duty models, plus the JW baby 
rounds. (Good for small Tinnies and our tiny creeks.) 

Floats are essential, with the use of soft drink and milk bottles against the law. This is 
because the law says your float must be of light colour and be no less than 15cm in 
any dimension. Remember you can get fined, especially in the harbour. The pot 
should be marked with your name and address ( Mobile if you want, )while the float 
only requires your name. Bucks ionly and 15cm across the Carapice  

If you are uncertain and require any further info, go to 
http://www.daf.qld.gov.au/fisheries/recreational/rules-regulations/crabs-and-
lobsters 

All our local crabbers have a favourite bait, but there is one that is unbeatable, ask 
the pro’s. Fresh Mullet, yep, it beats all other baits. If you have no fresh mullet, FNF 
sell frozen mullet and mullet head, a great second choice. Using old stinking bait and 
off fish frames that has been refrozen will reduce your chances of a good catch. Some 
locals swear by fresh pig head quartered, but I personally couldn’t even contemplate 
it, Gag 

1. Be generous with Bait more bait equals more crabs. 

2. Add tuna Oil- longer scent trails often mean more crabs.  

Finally, where?  There are some favourite local spots, but the some of best areas to 
place your pots are in general as follows.  
Around steep, undercut muddy banks in our small creeks on the western side; in 
front of deeper holes; in the entrance to drains and creeks; and on the outer edge of 
bends. In the harbour around muddy bottoms and along the rock edges. The lions 
park drain and Gustav creek are also good, as is the concrete culvert. Good luck.   
 


